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WHERE WILL IT TAKE US TODAY?
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LEARNING IS SUCCESSFUL WHEN I …

Know:

• What development means and that countries are at different levels of development [1-2] 

• How countries are classified and their relative development characteristics [3]

• The indicators that are used to measure development and how they work [3-4]

Understand:

• Why development is difficult to measure [5-6]

• why development indicators don’t always give a true picture [6-9]



TOPIC 6- DYNAMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
6.1: WHY ARE SOME COUNTRIES RICHER THAN OTHERS?

a) HOW CAN WE DEFINE DEVELOPMENT?

b) HOW CAN WE CLASSIFY COUNTRIES?

c) WHERE IN THE WORLD DO WE FIND THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

COUNTRIES?  



DEVELOPMENT DIVIDE…
•The IMF has identified 3 broad country types: Let’s 

investigate what they are and what conditions are like in 

those countries

Over To You…..

Read and unscramble the jumbled table of statements to build up a set of 

characteristics about the THREE country types. Add a key



A LITTLE EXTRA ……… SAY WHAT YOU SEE ……..

WHAT DO YOU RECKON THEIR CURRENT STATUS IS?
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Team GEOGJOE 

activity

You will each be 

assigned a continent. 

Your job is to get an 

atlas and work out 

how many of these 

are in your continent, 

using a continent map.

North America; Asia; Oceania; Europe



TIP: When we describe where something is…we start off BIG then 
gradually decrease the scale as we focus in on a particular place like 
this…. 

??? are generally located in the continents of North America, Oceania 
and Europe. The majority are located in the northern hemisphere in 
Europe, whilst Asia has three and North America and Oceania have two 
each.

Which of the three country types have I described?

Add this to your notes then 

• You try!

WHERE ARE THESE COUNTRIES 
LOCATED?



How many of these have 

you ….

a) Heard of?

b) Can you locate?

Pair Work

Use the information to 

write your own 

description of where

they are located. Use

the AC answer to help 

structure your own

Continent Name Number of countries

Asia 24

North America 13

South America 11

Europe 15

Oceania 4

Africa 15

TOTAL 82



Pair Work

Use the information to 

write your own 

description of where

they are located. Use

the AC answer to help 

structure your own

Continent Name Number of countries

Asia 15

North America 6

South America 4

Europe 1

Oceania 7

Africa 40

TOTAL 73

CHALLENGE

HARDER: Create a 

map to show ALL of 

this information

EASIER create a series 

of stacked bar graphs



Over To You

1. Study your list of countries [19] then decide whether they are AC, EDC or 

LIDC then label them onto a World map. 

Tip1: Don’t forget a colour coded key

Tip 2: Number the countries on the sheet and the map so we know which is 

which

2. Add the Brandt Line to your map

WHERE ARE THESE COUNTRIES 
LOCATED?  #MAPPING ACTIVITY

Any surprises in the country classification/on 

your map? Which & Why?
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Over To You

Unscramble the indicators to match them to their definitions, 

use a pencil if unsure….. get them checked then colour code them

Classify them according to whether they are ‘social’, ‘economic’ or 

‘environmental’

MEASURING DEVELOPMENT: 
WHAT INDICATORS ARE THERE? 

Use an atlas to add at least 3 more 

indicators of your choosing



Over To You

Geo-Lingo: indices is the plural of index

What makes HDI different to an indicator of development? 

Why is it critically important to know the source of indicator data?

Why is even the best data set always out of date or missing countries?

INDICATORS OR INDICES –
WHICH IS BEST AND WHY? 

Check the atlas when was the indicator data 

collected? Is this a problem? Explain your 

thinking!!
2005-

2010
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Over To You

Geo-Lingo: indices is the plural of index

Why is using wealth alone not a good measure of development? 

Compare the top 10 countries by GNI/capita and by HDI – how 

different are the results?

INDICATORS OR INDICES –
WHICH IS BEST AND WHY? 

Check the atlas when was the indicator data 

collected? Is this a problem? Explain your 

thinking!!
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Why is Qatar so 

wealthy? What is 

its HDI ranking?



LEARNING IS SUCCESSFUL NOW I …

Know:

• What development means and that countries are at different levels of development [1-2] 

• How countries are classified and their relative development characteristics [3]

• The indicators that are used to measure development and how they work [3-4]

Understand:

• Why development is difficult to measure [5-6]

• why development indicators don’t always give a true picture [6-9]


